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s teachers who are committed to writing across

the curriculum, we partnered to engage fifth

graders in a collaborative writing project.  Our

aim was to explore how digital technologies

could be used to support students’ engagement,

self-expression, and science learning.   This

article chronicles the implementation of  an activity we designed

to incorporate disciplinary writing into a science unit. 

Designing the Writing Assignment
With the help of  Stop Waste and Waste Management of

Alameda County, fifth graders at Lighthouse Charter School in

Oakland, California engaged in a waste audit to analyze the

garbage their school produced. Their new learning sparked an

interest in encouraging the school community to become more

mindful about their output of  trash and how to sort their trash

better. 

As an introduction into the collaborative writing

assignment, students discussed their experiences with the waste

audit and shared ideas about how to communicate the

surprising results they found to the school and community at

large.  In this way, the students themselves defined their

audience, which created an authentic context for writing. As a

result, students invested in their writing as a means of

communicating ideas that were important to them. 

Laura structured a five-paragraph writing frame that

mirrored the components of  a scientific lab report and assigned

each table group one paragraph of  the final product to

complete. The structure and organization of  the final piece was

then presented to the students so they could see how their

contribution would fit into the completed whole. The first

paragraph provided background about the trash audit, the

second provided information about the science ideas they’d been

learning, the third discussed the recycling facilities in Alameda

County and how much waste and recycled materials are

collected annually, the fourth provided raw data about what

they found during the audit, and the fifth summarized what the

school community could do to become more green.  The

graphic organizers scaffolded students in drafting their specific

paragraph.  Before writing, Laura encouraged table groups to

discuss ideas using the guiding questions she provided on the

graphic organizer. Then, students completed a first draft. 

Deciding on a Collaborative Writing Platform
Having used a wiki for collaborative writing in the past, Jill

was excited to try a new tool to facilitate collaborative writing

and located a free platform called Mixed Ink

(www.mixedink.com). This educator friendly tool allows small

groups or the whole class to draft and reflect on several versions

of  a text written on the same topic and to weave ideas from

peers’ work into a single text that credits multiple authors.  An

overview of  how the Mixed Ink tool works can be seen in the

short video clip available on the Mixed Ink website (also
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available at http://vimeo.com/10468404). Figure 1

summarizes the steps involved. 

Figure 1. Mixed Ink’s Collaborative Writing Steps.

Not only is each aspect an important part of  productive

collaborative writing, these steps also address the Common

Core State Standards that emphasize the use of  digital

technologies for reading and writing and support process skills

such as collaboration, listening, and speaking.

Students learned about the process of  collaborative writing

by viewing the Mixed Ink for Educators video as a class. They

discussed peer support for adding content, revising language

choices, and reorganizing the presentation of  ideas.  After the

video, questions emerged and the differences between

collaborative writing (where all authors are credited) and

copying (taking someone’s ideas and passing them off  as their

own) were clarified.  As is often the case when presenting a new

digital tool, students picked up on the site organization and the

available features readily and posed questions about options.

These questions prompted exploration and student-to-student

sharing when the time came for students to use the tool.  

Reading and Rating
Once students inputted their drafts into Mixed Ink, they

read and rated each other’s work using a star system that ranged

on a scale from excellent to needs work. The classes then

discussed the process of  peer support for adding content,

revising language choices, and reorganizing their presentation of

ideas.  As students read their peers’ work, they critiqued the

writing not only with the intent of  verifying science content and

ideas, but also with and eye toward gathering language, sentence

structures, and ideas that could be incorporated from their

peer’s work into a new collaborative draft.  Students were aware

that borrowing from other students’ pieces created a shared text

in which all authors were credited as authors. 

Remixing
Using their peers’ pieces as mentor texts, students remixed

new drafts by incorporating elements of  each other’s wording

and language into their own piece, in the process creating co-

written pieces with multiple authors.  Mixed Ink uses a color-

coded crediting process where each author is recognized as

contributing author (see Figure 2). 

Figure 2. Mixed Ink tracks each students’ contribution to the
collaboratively written piece.  Different colors represent each
individual’s work.

Rating Remixed Drafts
After remixing, students then engaged in a second round of

rating. Mixed Ink employs a specially designed algorithm that

surfaces the most complete and well-written piece based on

students’ ratings.  This featured version can then be discussed in

terms of  its organization, use of  language, organization, or

other characteristics.  With help from the students, Ms.

Kretschmar compiled the top rated five paragraphs into a

completed piece that incorporated all students’ voices.  The

final version took full advantage of  the collaborative writing 
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process in the creation of  a well-organized, well-structured final

product  (see Figure 3). 

Figure 3.  Students’ collaboratively written letter to the school
community.

Reflecting on the Writing Process
When asked about the making these digital products students

said the work was “fun, and cooperative.” Not only did collaborative

support engagement with content, it also supported the

development of  vital 21st century literacies.  Students were able to

showcase their learning in ways that involved the development of

voice and self-expression, which requires higher level thinking skills

such as synthesis, evaluation, and critique (and are also central to the

Common Core State Standards).  

Reading through a remixed piece with multiple authors

combines different students ideas and provides for a level of

reflection that supports the development of  writing skills. This

allows learners to view and examine the elements that were

incorporated into the final collaborative piece with the intent of

encouraging the inclusion of  these elements into their future

written pieces.

What Did We Learn? 
Collaborative writing is a process that draws upon the

strengths of  the collective. Although one student may be

stronger in critical thinking skills, another may excel in

organizing ideas, adding detail, or incorporating in precise

vocabulary. By working in groups to write collaboratively,

students learn from each other while they write in ways that

benefit both the individual and the whole group.  

The act of  collaboration encourages students to take

advantage of  group members for the purpose of  peer review

throughout the writing process. More and more workplace

activities involve working in these sorts of  collaborative project

teams. Giving students opportunities to work collaboratively

can help prepare them for the advantages and pitfalls of

collaborative work on the job.  

We have seen collaborative writing activities such as the one

featured in this column support students’ abilities to work

together and problem solve while maintaining a sense of

ownership and accomplishment. The content-rich conversations

that are invoked by such work are further evidence of  the power

of  a collaborative nature when delivering writing instruction.  
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P.S.    We used a program called http://www.mixedink.com/#/_how_it_works to collaboratively write this letter.  
Each person wrote different paragraphs---then we mixed and matched sentences that we liked from each other’s 
paragraphs through mixed ink and put the letter together! 
 
P.S.S.  We asked Ms. K to email this or post this on the blog to practice one of the Rs—Reduce Paper! 
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